Apex Chatbot
Automate conversations with your users
across multiple channels

Africa is a mobile-first continent.
Use chatbots to meet your users on the
channel of their choice

103.5M

Mobile connections in SA

27,9M

WhatsApp users in SA

99.97%

National 3G network coverage in SA

57%

of internet traffic in SA comes from mobile

92.8%

4G/LTE coverage in SA

Omnichannel solutions
Automate conversations with users via the channel of their choice

Chatbot Features & Use Cases
Automate conversations with users via the channel of their choice

Quick
Setup

Rewards
& Gifts

Personal
Conversations

We help companies to build,
test and deploy intelligent
chatbots in 1 to 3 weeks.

Instantly send users
airtime, data, electricity
or prize codes.

Personalise conversations
and build up customer
profiles based on user
responses.

Seamless
Integrations

Fully
Managed

LiveChat
Fallback

Easily integrate with
external web services for
custom integrations and
advanced logic.

We manage every aspect of
the process. From set up all
the way to maintenance and
reporting.

Seamlessly handover
to LiveChat for a
human response.

Automate your
Customer Support

Real-time
Quotes
Integrate your ChatBot with custom
quoting engines to provide tailored
real-time quotes

Updates
& Promotions

Customer
Support

Provide easy accessible
update messages like your
COVID-19 response policy

Provide quick answers to
frequently asked questions

New
Customers
Capture customer data

Wow
Customers

Competitions
& Rewards
Validate unique codes and
automatically award airtime, data,
electricity, and other prizes.

Loyalty
Programmes

Rich
Media

Let customers create
profiles, accumulate points,
and redeem real rewards.

Create rich product catalogues
using images and video or receive
photos and videos from customers.

Store
Finder
Provide nearest store or
branch details when users
share their location.

Handoff Chatbot
users to LiveChat

Reporting

Retail
Vouchers

Reward
Users

Electricity
Vouchers

Physical
Grand Draw
Prizes

Flexible
Prize Rules

Dynamic
Prize
Distribution

Instant
Cash
Instant
Airtime
& Data

Power Fashion Chatbot case study

With more and more retailers adopting WhatsApp for Business to improve customer care, alert
customers of new promotions, and to direct customers to their nearest store - Power Fashion
realised the use cases and chose to introduce an Apex WhatsApp chatbot. Power Fashion uses
WhatsApp for a number of reasons and customer engagement is at an all-time high thanks to
Facebook, print, SMS, social, and taxi marketing.

Objectives

Participant Journey

Track Promotional leaflets downloaded by customers

1

Save +27711780178 to contacts list

Profile the customer database

2

Say “Hi” to the Power Fashion WhatsApp chatbot

Send outbound marketing messages to customers

3

Complete the sign-up process and start transacting with the
Power Fashion chatbot

Increase engagement levels with customers

The Numbers

1,4M+

Shopper
Engagements

32K+

Unique
Shoppers

62K+

Store Location
Details requested

305K+

Leaflets
Downloaded

104K+

Demographic
Data Points captured

Health Systems Trust Chatbot case study

The HST WhatsApp for Business chatbot was created to help patients find their nearest clinic and medication pick-up points,
connect patients and counsellors through live chat, and to further build a detailed database of chronic illness patients and
their medication adherence behaviours. By utilising the WhatsApp platform, HST experienced their highest CCMDD signups in a 12 month period, dramatically increased the efficiency of the CCMDD, and increased national medication collections
by over 300%. The WhatsApp channel is now HST’s biggest digital engagement channel in company history.

Objectives

Participant Journey

Provide support & content to get free help and
information about chronic conditions

1

Save +27785290646 to contacts list

Find closest pick-up points for free
government issued medication

2

Say “Hi” to the Health Systems Trust WhatsApp chatbot

Create a digital portal to sign up to CCMDD service

3

Complete the sign-up process and start transacting with the
Get Checked Go Collect chatbot

Enable patients to chat live with HST
Build detailed profiles of chronic illness patients for uptake/adherance
tracking and measurement and evaluation purposes (M&E)

The Numbers

287K+

Patient
Engagements

13K+

Unique
Patients

4K+

Pick-up Points
Requested

10K+

Patients signed up
to collection services

48K+

Quiz Questions
Answered

Custom m obi le solutions that drive real bus in e ss value
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